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About This Game

Gravity Wars Is An 90s Arcade Game.

Try to survive in the chaos of this hardcore geometric battleground, customize entirely the scenario you want with up to 12
arenas available, and see which of you or your friends can survive the longest. Nearest enemies will be attracted to you.

You will need reflexes and focus to avoid every particles displayed in the screen. Other players will try to kill you by any mean
to be the last one standing.

You can entirely customize the number of entities. Set this number at your own risk.

Key Features

 Playable Up to 4 Players Using Gamepads.

 Access to 2 superpowers : a turbo and a shockwave

 12 arenas available

 Customize entirely your game

 Amazing music made by Réno
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 Full Controller Support except from the launcher to select your screen resolution and fullscreen mode.
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Horrible game ! Absolutely not recomended. Great mod, a must for any WW1 fan. One of the most broken games of all time.
It´s fun. (becouse its so broken)

You can shoot people in the foot with RPG but they get a headshot.
 :). encounters script error when running with fritz 14.. i downloaded the free chessbase reader 2017 and it run smoothly.
AWESOME GAME. It´s a good program to make high-quality films. If you take a little time worth it, then you can easily
quickly make quality Videos yourself. Downloading and installing via Steam was easy and quick as always. It´s a great tool for
editing and editing Videos of any length, quality and for any occasion. Agreat avantage is the simple structure of the program,
because the user interface is very intuitive to use as you do not have to look at many tutorials to use VEGAS Movie Studio
adequately. I have tried many different Video editing programs, but this is by far my favorite. I can work perfectly with it.
Good value for Money.. It's charming and you'll know immediately from the trailer whether this is your sort or game or not..
OK, I had to come post my first impressions... FANTASTIC FUN.... if you like just comfort shooting games and roller coasters
don't make you feel weird; this is a Must Have Game.

Shooting has been corrected, way back, I'm not sure the game will get further developed, but its very fun and enjoyable. Also, a
great introduction for friends that want to shoot and experience VR.

Touch Controllers work perfectly.

Hat's off to the developers creating a simple shooter with the roller coaster making simple shooting more difficult.. The only
good Serious Sam game along with SS2 and Bogus Detour.
Serious Sam 3 is one of the worst games ever made.. I originally bought/returned this title about a year ago and recently
repurchased on sale with more content. Definitely worth the sale price now - walking from an engine pod to the smoke room
answered a lot of questions I never knew I even had. Relaxing in the Promenade amid fire and fury was suprisingly replayable,
and walking around a zeppelin at night with a flashlight was'nt as pointless as it sounds. Sadly, my original reason for returning
still stands...the textures are shockingly low-res. This could have been a truly epic download with normal quality textures.
Having said that, I can affirm that it is now worth keeping...
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Beautiful but energy efficiency needs to be fixed!

GPU usage hovering at 30% (on GTX 1060) just by running this software without anything applied. No background, no model,
no effect and it still use around 30% GPU power.

And depend on what effect, model and type of background apllied, CPU can reach 65% (i5 6600k) while GPU usage around
40%.

Beautiful desktop has costs... If you don't mind the power efficiency, this software is beautiful and worth to buy but otherwise I
don't recommend it as of now because it uses as much energy as if you are gaming -_-). love this game . it is mangament game
combine with sim . maybe you don t like it.. It's really sad that this game hasn't gotten more recognition than it has. It's one of
the few puzzle games I really enjoy. Kinda reminds me of Meteos and Super Puzzle Fighter II Turbo. Not from the gameplay,
but because of the level of excellence. You owe it to yourself to buy this game.. This is a good game, and I did enjoy the small
little gameplay there was. But that's about where it stops.

This game is awfully short, I managed to finish it within 30-40 minutes, and I was taking my time.
The graphics are nice, but nothing astonishing
The story, well, there is one, but its nothing to get attached to.
The music is very good, but, not worth owning the game over

This game is advertised as a mysterious horror style game, the game isn't very overly scary, and theres about 2 small jumpscares.
Really not what I expected from something lablled as a 'horror'.

Overall, this game is fun, but the fact its expensive, short, and just not that fun makes it not worth it.
. Finally a good game !
Thanks you for this !!

One Week To Release Day!:
Just 7 days to wait until Yinyang is released worldwide.

The ball it is rolling, the exits are red.
The arrows are pointing, the leader is led.
The maze is amazing, the lights are aglow.
Yang has been kidnapped!
And to save her you go...

Be here on April 19 to play for yourself.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1043450/Yinyang/. Yinyang Released:
Yinyang is now released!

Yinyang is a small and simple adventure game starring a little ball. The aim is simply to roll over some tiles to flip them and
make them vanish. When they're all flipped, the exit will open, so the trick is to find a one-way path. There are lots of special
tiles and bonus rounds, and other games to unlock.

This is my third Steam release and my second 2019 remaster, with new graphics, full controller support, and support for the
latest graphics hardware.

Yinyang is out now with a 10% launch discount.

Take a look at the game on the store page:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1043450/Yinyang/. Yinyang Flatspace Music Pack 2 In Development:
Hello everyone,

Thought you might like to know that the second Flatspace Music Pack D.L.C. is now in development. Unlike the first pack,
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most of the content will be new to Flatspace, and will include a mix of tracks to add variety to the in-game soundtrack. The store
for the Flatspace Music Pack 2 will be live soon and the release is planned for June 27th at $3.99 plus a 20% launch discount.

More details will follow in a couple of weeks.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/585430/

Mark. FlatspaceIIk v1.04 Now Live:
Flatspace IIk v1.04 is now live.

Here's a complete list of the changes:

-Game engine upgrade to v1.16.
-Screen selection now limited to Desktop or Best. Users can Browse Local Files edit Config.txt to specify another preferred
screenwidth and screenheight if really needed.
-The primary game controller can now be plugged and unplugged while the game is running and be detected.
-Default control for Thrust is now left trigger on an XBox controller.
-The mouse pointer can now be controlled by the game controller with 'X'/Button 3 for Left Mouse.
-New main font, corrects some clipping on the v1.03 font.
-Maximum Thrust for thrusters increased from 1.0 to 10.0 (for custom items). Most useful to speed up capital ships.
-Number of music tracks installed is now shown on the plug-in screen. This is 4 with the basic version of Flatspace IIk. More
music packs are available as DLC from the Steam Store.

A few of the changes are a result of preparation to launch our next game, Yinyang, in two weeks or so.

Mark
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